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introduction

The ability to produce, without too much difficulty, machnes which

camn be Microcoded baa given us new possibilities. First, we can design

an architecture and realise it on several hardware configurations. Flex

Is such an architecture and It has been implemented on three different

Machine since 1978, with another implementation envisaged (1). Second,

we have been able to desig a storage allocation scheme, extending to

both the min memory and the backi store, in which access is totally

controlled and checked by the microcode. Within this we have been able

to Include an efficient treatment of procedures as true values (2),

imimited by the restrictions of stack based architectures. This has

resulted In a sbstantial increase In flexibility and in the uniformity

and uopblstioation of the control whloh am be achieved.

o fex architecture Is intended to provide interactive computing

for several uers. By supporting the use of procedures as true values,

aided by capabilities implemented with a tagged memory (rather than by

segregation) and extended through the backing store, it provides a

particularly safe mobine. The instruction code was designed as a

target for high level language oompilers, particularly in respect of the

methods of addressing and the fact that memory allocation and #

oollection Is alcrooded. Support for indefinitely many process,



structured values on backing store and the use of procedure values are

significant for operating systems. This paper describes the

architecture and then indicates how capabilities and procedure values

can be combined to give security and to help in the writing of operating

systems.

Since Flex is for Interactive use, the main processor needs to

respond in times comparable with human reactions. By placing the

control of peripherals In special peripheral processors we remove from

the main processor any need to respond in micro-seconds rather than

tenths of a second. Hence a fast miorocoded garbage collector (which

works in linear time) can be employed, without being detectable by any

degradation of performanoe. On the average about 35 of the time is

taken up by garbage collection.

Versions of Flex have been in use for more than three years, and a

*. considerable amount of software exists.

Memory allocation

*: Data (including code) in Flex Is measured in words, bytes or bits

and is contained in blocks (called objects In some systems). The

programmer does not see a linear store, but an indefinite number of

separate blocks each of size between zero and the full capacity of the

machine, which he handles by means of pointers which occupy one word.

Having a pointer to a block enables one to use only that block and to

use it only in a permitted way. The microcode organises the allocation

and distibution of these blocks within the real memory. Each word of

the real memory has some tag bits which are used to distinguish the

words which are pointers from other words and from bits and bytes. The



tag bits cannot be altered by the programmer and are used by the

microcode to check the appropriateness of the operations on the word.

Each block has a type which controls what are the legal operations

on it. There are six types of which the main ones are :-

I) normal data, whioh can be read and if the pointer permits can be

altered,

2) procedures, which can only be obeyed (with parameters),

3) code, which contains the instructions which are part of the

definition of a procedure,

14) workspaes, which are used for the obeying of procedures.

Bvery instruction checks that its operands are legal. For example,

an integer cannot be added to a pointer, nor can aoes relative to a

pointer be used to road or write outside its block. A procedure can be

obeyed but neither read nor written and stack operations cannot overflow

the block which contains the stack.

Pointers are only created by the microcode and cannot in any way be

forged. Bence, although all the users are running together in the same

memory, each user can only access the blooks which his current set of

pointers gives him, and only In the ways appropriate to each block.

oparate or ommon use of data, or use supervised by means of procedures

can be flexibly provided and "rely controlled. A pointer to a block of

zero size gives a way of orating an unforgeable piece of data which can

be used as a key.

In order to represent a reference, that is data which Is itself the

address of other data, two words are needed - the pointer which says

which block is to be used am an offset which sys where In the block

the data starts. In order to represent a reference to a vector of data



* UPee words are seeded - the pointer to the block, the offset of the

start of the vector sad the mamber of Its" in It. The Instruction code

moom abouat referemoes ad vectors and all operations an them are of

bourse coeked for vslidity. Te Ites to uheb the refems points ad

the Items wiob are the omposmats of the vestor a be of any *Lse In

words, bytes or bits.

The store is garbage collected by the miorooode Mu a feet

capoting method w"Oh is inear in all its parmeters. $*Gam.e of

the speed of the algorith md the foet that it to obeys In aleooode

garbee oollection Is a mml omrhead on the opsuatiom of the mmaclue.

e backing stores are orgmed as similar, separate ediremag

sobemes with blook of slailar types aoataIng poatser or mem-pointer

data ad with moeN ontrolled in the sme ay. Om's.', althe the

main Emory man octam pointers late a haoking store it is sot possible

to point rfm baking store into mM memory or ftm e backing store

to another. Thr is oplete froasm to bm arbtrarly samp

structures em the basking sto. Vain esose in prsume to bes

only oNe alterable block o backing store In order to omfW a regis

*tsb Is very set aginet backing StOre faluee.

IM storage sobsas serve a purpose similar to msral oepbilitisl

but tagn the pointers Instead of angraatim them In separate bloea

maks it mub esier to write oepilere, "ine " the data sa be

bodled mulfbtely ad the parts of et are 161ially the me structure

am be kept together. Also, as will apear,. by deening beavily em

p OWede w obtain a very neib le proteetism sebwo.
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satisfactory means of control. In general we need to carry out an

arbitrary checking action when access to data is mooted, that action

depending on the particular data among other information. The use of

procedure values is precisely what gives us that ability. If we make

the actual data be a non-local of a procedure and give that procedure to

a user, he will only be able to see the data or change it by calling the

procedure, at which mcment the body of the procedure can carry out

checks, record footprints or whatever is required. Since the procedure

is impenetrable we can be sure that this is all that he can do. Because

true procedure values can be created we can set things up so that only

the procedure has access to the data, and no-one else including the

operating system. Thus we can accomodate various policies and implement

unforseen requirements for control.

The operating system is no different from any user in respect of

the mechanisms available to afford it protection. It has pointers which

give it access to certain blocks which it makes available to the users

only through procedures. Indeed the interface between the operating

system and a user Is precisely through a set of such procedures. A user

In his turn can act as an operating system to a sub-user or pass

procedures to a parallel wer and has Just a much sophistication

available to him by way of control as has the operating system.

Let us consider an example, a pair of procedures which share a

reference to which no one else has access. One procedure writes into the

reference, the other reads from it.
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This could be set up by a procedure to generate such pairs of

* procedures.

t proc makechannel a struct(proc(int)void in, proc nt out):

--in ref nt I i int;

( (nt J)void: begin ±:a j end,

int: begin i end )

end

Any number of calls of makechannel can be made, each of which will

set up a new pair of procedures with a new common reference and no one

else will have any access to any of the references. Clearly the

parameters and bodies of the procedures could be complex and contain any

checks or operations on the data. No interaction with the operating

system is needed to set up the scheme. A scheme in which the references

were generated by a program which might still have access to them would

*l be undesirable.

Another typical use of procedure values is shown in the way in

* which the operating system gives a user procedures to manipulate the

display on his vdu. The basic code for displaying is bound together

i with the pointers owned by the operating system which identify the vdu



to forn a procedure which will only affect the particular vdu in

question. This procedure is then given to the user. A similar

technique can be used for output from files, where the data is bound

with code to form a procedure which, each time It is called, gives the

next line of the file. This is used not only to provide control, but

also so that programs which use the lines do not need to know how the

file In represented, but only need the specification of the procedure.

Backing store procedures can be created which have a similar nature

to those in memory. Once again they consist of code and constants (on

the backing store) which can be bound to a set of non-locals (on the

backing store) to form a backing store procedure. The only operation

available on this Is to bring it into emory and convert it Into a

normal procedure. This facility can be used for many purposes. For

example, the operating system creates dictionaries which consist of a

number of procedures, Including one to look up an identifier and find

the corresponding value and one to insert a pair consisting of an

identifier and a value. These have bound into them the backing store

data structures which actually represent the information in the

dictionary but this is totally inaccessible except through the

procedures. Thus the Integrity of the data can be assured. The user Is

given the procedures and can only do his manipulations through them. If

he wishes he can create in terms of these procedures others, either in

memory or on backing store, which offer a subset of the facilities,

check accesses or whatever he requires and pass these to other users or

to his sub.users. Furthermore this again helps to preserve a constant

interface, since It Is the specification of the procedures which has to



be kept constant rather than the actual data structure representing the

dictionaries.

* In fact only a mall kernel of procedures is supplied initially and

* operating systems are built up on top o these without needing any

special facilities to do so.
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